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Abstract
Let R be an Artin algebra and e an idempotent of R. Assume that ToreRei (Re,G) = 0 for
any G ∈ Gproj eRe and i sufficiently large. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the
Schur functor Se to induce a triangle-equivalence Ddef (R) ≃ Ddef (eRe). Combine this with a
result of Psaroudakis-Skartsaterhagen-Solberg [29], we provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for the singular equivalence Dsg(R) ≃ Dsg(eRe) to restrict to a triangle-equivalence GprojR ≃
Gproj eRe. Applying these to the triangular matrix algebra T =
(
A M
0 B
)
, corresponding
results between candidate categories of T and A (resp. B) are obtained. As a consequence, we
infer Gorensteinness and CM-freeness of T from those of A (resp. B). Some concrete examples
are given to indicate one can realise the Gorenstein defect category of a triangular matrix algebra
as the singularity category of one of its corner algabras.
1 Introduction
LetR be an Artin algebra. In the study of stable homological algebra and Tate cohomology, Buchweitz
[10] introduced the singularity category Dsg(R) of R. This category is a certain Verdier quotient
of the bounded derived category of modR by modulo the bounded homotopy category of projR,
where modR denotes the category of finitely generated left R-modules and projR is its subcategory
consisting of projective modules. Later on, this category was reconsidered by Orlov [27] in the
setting of algebraic geometry and turned out to have a closed relation with the “Homological Mirror
Symmetry Conjecture”. The singularity category of R measures the “regularity” of R in sense that
Dsg(R) = 0 if and only if R is of finite global dimension.
By the fundamental result in [10], the stable category GprojR of finitely generated Gorenstein
projective modules might be regarded as a triangulated subcategory of Dsg(R) via an triangulated
embedding functor F . Besides, F : GprojR → Dsg(R) is a triangle-equivalence provided that R is
Gorenstein [10, 20]. Inspired by this, Bergh, Jørgensen and Oppermann ([9]) considered the Verdier
quotient Ddef (R) := Dsg(R)/ ImF , and they called it the Gorenstein defect category of R. This
category measures how far the algebra R is from being Gorenstein. More precisely, R is Gorenstein if
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and only if Ddef (R) is trivial. Nowadays, singularity categories and related topics have been studied
by many authors, see for example [11, 12, 16, 24, 25, 30, 32].
It is of interest to consider when two Artin algebras share the same singularity category up
to a triangle-equivalence. In this case, we call these two algebras singular equivalent and such an
equivalence is called a singular equivalence. There has been a lot of work by many people to find
certain conditions when two algebras are singular equivalent [11, 14, 15, 29]. Referring to Buchweitz’s
work ([10, Theorem 4.4.1]), it is natural to ask: when a singular equivalence restricts to a triangle-
equivalence between stable categories of Gorenstein projective modules? Unfortunately, the answer of
the questions is unknown in general. However, in view that the Gorenstein defect category is a Verdier
quotient of the singularity category by modulo the isomorphic image of stable category of Gorenstein
projective modules. It is not hard to see one necessary condition for the establishment of the above
question is the existence of a triangle-equivalence between their Gorenstein defect categories. Besides,
due to Kong-Zhang [23], the Gorenstein defect category of a CM-finite algebra is equivalent to the
singularity category of its relative Auslander algebra. So for two CM-finite algebras, a triangle-
equivalence between their Gorenstein defect categories coincides with a singular equivalence of their
relative Auslander algebras. Meanwhile, the study of triangle-equivalences between Gorenstein defect
categories is useful for some special algebras. For instance, let A be a connected Artin algebra with
radical square zero. Following Chen’s work ([13]), A is either self-injective or CM-free. So if another
algebra B has the same Gorenstein defect category with A (up to a triangle-equivalence), then either
B is Gorenstein or B has Dsg(A) as its Gorenstein defect category. This provides an effective way to
detect the Gorensteinness and CM-freeness of some certain triangular matrix algebra from those of
its corner algebras (see Theorems 4.4 and 4.6). For the mentioned reasons, it is necessary to study
when two algebras have the same Gorenstein defect category.
Let R be an Artin algebra and e ∈ R an idempotent. The Schur functor associative to e is
defined to be Se = eR ⊗R − : modR → mod eRe ([18]). The idempotent e is said to be singularly-
complete if the projective dimension of any R/ReR-module is finite as an R-module. It was shown
in [11] that if e is singularly-complete and the projective dimension pdeRe eR < ∞, then the Schur
functor induces a singular equivalence Dsg(R) ≃ Dsg(eRe). Later on, this result was generalized
by Psaroudakis-Skartsaterhagen-Solberg [29], who gave necessary and sufficient conditions for such
singular equivalence by using the technique of recollements of abelian categories. Thanks to these
beautiful work, our main result (Theorem 3.3) gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the Schur
functor to induce a triangle-equivalence Ddef (R) ≃ Ddef (eRe). As a consequence, we give an affir-
mative answer for the singular equivalence Dsg(R) ≃ Dsg(eRe) to restrict to a triangle-equivalence
GprojR ≃ Gproj eRe (see Corollary 3.4). Then some applications in the triangular matrix algebra
and some concrete examples are given. The outline of this paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we deal with the subcategory Db(modR)fgp of D
b(modR) consisting of complexes
with finite Gorenstein projective dimension. Use it, we give a description of the stable category
GprojR of Gorenstein projective modules and the Gorenstein defect category Ddef (R) (see Theorem
2.9). Consequently, the converse of Buchweitz’s Theorem is proved.
Let e be an idempotent of R and ToreRei (Re,G) = 0 for any G ∈ Gproj eRe and i sufficiently
large. In Section 3, necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the Schur functor Se to induce a
triangle-equivalence Ddef (R) ≃ Ddef (eRe) (see Theorem 3.3). Combine this with [29, Corollary 5.4],
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we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions to get an exact commutative diagram
0 // GprojR //

Dsg(R) //

Ddef (R)

// 0
0 // Gproj eRe // Dsg(eRe) // Ddef (eRe) // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences (see Corollary 3.4).
In Section 4, we apply Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 to the triangular matrix algebra T =(
A M
0 B
)
, where the corner algebras A and B are Artin algebras and AMB is an A-B-bimodule.
To take R = T and e = eA =
(
1 0
0 0
)
(resp. e = eB =
(
0 0
0 1
)
) as in Theorem 3.3 and
Corollary 3.4, we get the corresponding results between candidate categories of T and A (resp. B),
see Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 for details. As a consequence, we could infer Gorensteinness (resp. CM-
freeness) of the triangular matrix algebra T from that of its corner algebra A (resp. B). Finally, some
explicit examples are given to indicate one can realise the Gorenstein defect category of a triangular
matrix algebra as the singularity category of one of the corner algebras.
2 Gorenstein defect categories
Throughout, all algebras are Artin algebras over some commutative Artinian ring and all modules
are finitely generated. For a given algebra R, denote by modR the category of left R-modules; right
R-modules are viewed as left Rop-modules, where Rop is the opposite algebra of R. We use projR to
denote the subcategories of modR consisting of projective modules. The ∗-bounded derived category
of modR and homotopy category of projR will be denoted by D∗(modR) andK∗(projR) respectively,
where ∗ ∈ {blank, +, −, b}.
Usually, we use RM (resp. MR) to denote a left (resp. right) R-module M , and the projective
dimension of RM (resp. MR) will be denoted by pdRM (resp. pdMR). For a subclass X of
modR. Denote by X ⊥ (resp. ⊥X ) the subcategory consisting of modules M ∈ modR such that
Ext1R(X,M) = 0 (resp. Ext
1
R(M,X) = 0) for any X ∈ X .
Let
X• = · · · → X−1
d−1
−−→ X0
d0
−→ X1 → · · ·
be a complex in modR. For any integer n, we set Zn(X•) = Ker dn, Bn(X•) = Im dn−1 and
Hn(X•) = Zn(X•)/Bn(X•). X• is called acyclic (or exact) if Hn(X•) = 0 for any n ∈ Z.
Recall from [3, 6, 21] that an acyclic complex X• is called totally acyclic if each X i ∈ projR and
HomR(X
•, R) is acyclic. A module M ∈ modR is Gorenstein projective if there exists some totally
acyclic complex X• such that M ∼= Z0(X•). Denote by GprojR the subcategory of modR consisting
of Gorenstein projective modules. Given a module M ∈ modR, the Gorenstein projective dimension
GpdRM of M is defined to be GpdRM = inf{n : there exists an exact sequence 0 → Gn → · · · →
G1 → G0 →M → 0, where each Gi ∈ GprojR}.
It is well-known that GprojR is a Frobenius category, and hence its stable category GprojR
is a triangulated category ([19]). Consider the composition of the embedding functor GprojR →֒
D
b(modR) and the localization functor Db(modR) → Dsg(R). It induces a functor F : GprojR →
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Dsg(R), which sends every Gorenstein projective module to the stalk complex concentrated in degree
zero.
Lemma 2.1. (Buchweitz’s Theorem, see [10, Theorem 4.4.1]) Keep the above notations. The canon-
ical functor F : GprojR → Dsg(R) is an embedding triangle-functor. Furthermore, F is a triangle-
equivalence provided that R is Gorenstein (that is, the left and right self-injective dimensions of R
are finite).
According to Buchweitz’s Theorem, ImF is a triangulated subcategory of Dsg(R).
Definition 2.2. [9] We call the Verdier quotient Ddef (R) := Dsg(R)/ ImF the Gorenstein defect
category of R.
Recall from [13] that R is called CM-free if GprojR = projR. While R is called CM-finite ([8])
if GprojR is of finite representation type. Let R be CM-finite and {G1, G2, · · · , Gn} the set of all
pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable Gorenstein projective modules. Recall from [23] that the
opposite of the endomorphism algebra Aus(R) := End(
⊕
1≤i≤n
Gi)
op
is called the relative Auslander
algebra of R.
Remark 2.3.
(1) It is not hard to see R is CM-free if and only if Ddef (R) = Dsg(R).
(2) Following [23, Corollary 6.10], if R is CM-finite, then there is a triangle-equivalence Ddef (R) ≃
Dsg(Aus(R)).
Recently, the Gorenstein defect category Ddef (R) was reconsidered by Kong and Zhang [23].
What’s more, they found Ddef (R) is triangle equivalent to D
b(modR)/〈GprojR〉, where 〈GprojR〉 is
the triangulated subcategory of Db(modR) generated by GprojR. We wonder what the exact form
of objects in 〈GprojR〉. We introduce the following.
Definition 2.4. A complex X• ∈ Db(modR) is said to have finite Gorenstein projective dimension if
X• is isomorphic to some bounded complex consisting of Gorenstein projective modules in Db(modR).
We note that the finiteness of Gorenstein projective dimension for a complex in Definition 2.4
coincides with that of [31], see for example [31, Construction 5.5]. Denote by Db(modR)fgp the
subcategory of Db(modR) consisting of complexes with finite Gorenstein projective dimension.
Lemma 2.5. Let X• ∈ Db(modR). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X• ∈ Db(modR)fgp.
(2) For any quasi-isomorphism P • → X• with P • ∈ K−,b(projR), one has Zi(P •) ∈ GprojR for
i ≪ 0, where K−,b(projR) is the full subcategory of K−(projR) consisting of complexes with
finite nonzero homology.
(3) There exists a quasi-isomorphism P • → X• with P • ∈ K−,b(projR) such that Zi(P •) ∈ GprojR
for i≪ 0.
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Proof. (1)=⇒(2). Let P • → X• be a quasi-isomorphism with P • ∈ K−,b(projR). Since X• ∈
D
b(modR)fgp, we get X
• ∼= G• in Db(modR) with G• a bounded complex consisting of Gorenstein
projective modules. It follows that P • ∼= G• in Db(modR) and then there is a quasi-isomorphism f :
P • → G• by [5, 1.4.P]. Hence the mapping cone Con(f) = · · · → P−n−1 → P−n → P−n+1⊕G−n →
· · · is acyclic. Note that Con(f) is bounded above with each degree in GprojR and GprojR is closed
under kernels of epimorphisms (see [21, Theorem 2.5]). We conclude that Zi(P •) ∼= Zi−1(Con(f)) ∈
GprojR for i≪ 0.
(2)=⇒(3) is trivial.
(3)=⇒(1). Let P • → X• be a quasi-isomorphism with P • ∈ K−,b(projR) and Zi(P •) ∈ GprojR
for i≪ 0. Since P • ∈ K−,b(projR), P • is isomorphic to the following complex in Db(modR)
G• := 0→ Zt(P •)→ P t → · · · → P s−1 → P s → 0,
where s is the supremum of index i ∈ Z such that P i 6= 0 and t is the index such that Zi(P •) ∈ GprojR
and Hi(P •) = 0 for any i ≤ t. Hence X• ∼= G• in Db(modR) with G• a bounded complex consisting
of Gorenstein projective modules and then X• ∈ Db(modR)fgp.
Remark 2.6. It follows from Lemma 2.5 and [6, Theorem 3.1] that an R-module M viewed as a
stalk complex concentrated in degree zero lies in Db(modR)fgp if and only if GpdRM <∞.
Let X• be a complex of R-modules. The length l(X•) of X• is defined to be the cardinal of the
set {X i 6= 0|i ∈ Z}. Let n ∈ Z, denote by X•>n the complex with the ith component equal to X
i
whenever i > n and to 0 elsewhere.
Theorem 2.7. Db(modR)fgp is a thick subcategory of D
b(modR). Furthermore, Db(modR)fgp =
〈GprojR〉.
Proof. It follows from [33, Proposition 3.2] that Db(modR)fgp is a triangulated subcategory of
D
b(modR). To get the first assertion, it suffices to show Db(modR)fgp is closed under direct sum-
mands. In fact, let X•1 ⊕X
•
2 ∈ D
b(modR)fgp with X
•
1 , X
•
2 ∈ D
b(modR). Choose quasi-isomorphisms
P •1 → X
•
1 and P
•
2 → X
•
2 with P
•
1 , P
•
2 ∈ K
−,b(projR). It follows that P •1 ⊕ P
•
2 → X
•
1 ⊕ X
•
2 is a
quasi-isomorphism. Notice that X•1 ⊕ X
•
2 ∈ D
b(modR)fgp and P
•
1 ⊕ P
•
2 ∈ K
−,b(projR), it follows
from Lemma 2.5 that Zi(P •1 ⊕ P
•
2 ) ∈ GprojR for i≪ 0. Since Z
i(P •1 ⊕ P
•
2 )
∼= Zi(P •1 )⊕ Z
i(P •2 ), we
get Zi(P •1 ), Z
i(P •2 ) ∈ GprojR for i≪ 0. Then by Lemma 2.5, we get X
•
1 , X
•
2 ∈ D
b(modR)fgp.
Note that every Gorenstein projective module viewed as a stalk complex concentrated in degree
zero has finite Gorenstein projective dimension. Thus GprojR ⊆ Db(modR)fgp and then 〈GprojR〉 ⊆
D
b(modR)fgp. On the other hand, let G
• be a bounded complex consisting of Gorenstein projective
R-modules. We will show G• ∈ 〈GprojR〉 to complete the proof. We proceed by induction on the
length l(G•) of G•. If l(G•) = 1, it is trivial to verify G• ∈ 〈GprojR〉. Now let l(G•) = n ≥ 2. We
may suppose Gm 6= 0 and Gi = 0 for i < m. The we have the following triangle in Db(modR):
Gm[−m− 1]→ G•≥m+1 → G
• → Gm[−m].
By the induction hypothesis, we have that both Gm[−m− 1] and G•≥m+1 lie in 〈GprojR〉. Therefore
G• ∈ 〈GprojR〉.
Proposition 2.8. Let X• ∈ Db(modR). If each X i is of finite Gorenstein projective dimension as
an R-module, then X• ∈ Db(modR)fgp. Furthermore, D
b(modR)fgp = D
b(modR) if and only if R
is Gorenstein.
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Proof. We will proceed by induction on the length l(X•) of X•. If l(X•) = 1, it is trivial to verify
X• ∈ Db(modR)fgp. Now let l(X
•) = n ≥ 2. We may suppose Xm 6= 0 and X i = 0 for i < m. Then
we have the following triangle in Db(modR):
Xm[−m− 1]→ X•≥m+1 → X
• → Xm[−m].
By the induction hypothesis, we have that both Xm[−m − 1] and X•≥m+1 lie in D
b(modR)fgp.
Therefore X• ∈ Db(modR)fgp.
Note that R is Gorenstein if and only if every module in modR has finite Gorenstein projective
dimension by [22, Theorem]. Thus Db(modR)fgp = D
b(modR) if and only if R is Gorenstein.
The following result seems clear (see e.g. [33, Theorem 3.4]), we provide a proof here.
Theorem 2.9. We have the following exact commutative diagram:
0 // GprojR
F //

Dsg(R) // Ddef (R)

// 0
0 // Db(modR)fgp/Kb(projR) // Dsg(R) // Db(modR)/Db(modR)fgp // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences.
Proof. In view of Buchweitz’s Theorem, it suffices to show ImF = Db(modR)fgp/K
b(projR).
Note that every Gorenstein projective module viewed as a stalk complex concentrated in degree
zero has finite Gorenstein projective dimension. Thus
ImF ⊆ Db(modR)fgp/K
b(projR).
Now let X• ∈ Db(modR)fgp/K
b(projR), it follows from Lemma 2.5 that there exists a quasi-
isomorphism P • → X• with P • ∈ K−,b(projR) such that Zi(P •) ∈ GprojR for i ≪ 0. Hence
P • is isomorphic to the following complex in Db(modR)
G• := 0→ Zt(P •)→ P t → · · · → P s−1 → P s → 0,
where s is the supremum of index i ∈ Z such that P i 6= 0 and t is the index such that Zi(P •) ∈ GprojR
and Hi(P •) = 0 for any i ≤ t. Consider the following triangle in Dsg(modR):
Zt(P •)[−t]→ P •≥t → G
• → Zt(P •)[−t+ 1].
Since P •≥t ∈ K
b(projR), G• ∼= Zt(P •)[−t+ 1] and then X• ∼= Zt(P •)[−t+ 1] in Dsg(modR). Hence
X•[t− 1] ∼= Zt(P •), that is, X•[t− 1] ∈ ImF . Since ImF is a triangulated subcategory, X• ∈ ImF
and then Db(modR)fgp/K
b(projR) ⊆ ImF.
Thanks to Beligiannis [7], Bergh-Jørgensen-Oppermann [9], Kong-Zhang [23] and Zhu [34], the
converse of Buchweitz’s Theorem also holds true. We obtain the following.
Corollary 2.10. The following are equivalent:
(1) F : GprojR→ Dsg(R) is a triangle-equivalence.
(2) Ddef (R) = 0.
(3) R is Gorenstein.
Proof. (1)⇔(2) is trivial, and (2)⇔(3) follows from Proposition 2.8 and Theorem 2.9.
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3 Triangle-equivalence of Gorenstein defect categories induced
by the Schur functor
In this section, let R be an Artin algebra and e an idempotent of R. Recall from [18, Chapter 6] that
the Schur functor associative to e is defined to be
Se = eR⊗R − : modR→ mod eRe,
also it was called the restriction functor in [2, I.6]. Clearly, Se admits a fully faithful left adjoint
Te = Re⊗eRe − : mod eRe→ modR
and a fully faithful right adjoint
Le = HomeRe(eR,−) : mod eRe→ modR.
Recall from [28, 29] that a recollement between abelian categories A , B and C is a diagram
A
i∗ // B
i!
aa
i∗
{{ j∗ // C ,
j∗
aa
j!
{{
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) (i∗, i∗, i
!) and (j!, j
∗, j∗) are adjoint triples.
(2) The functors i∗, j! and j∗ are fully faithful.
(3) Im i∗ = Ker j
∗.
We need the following fact.
Lemma 3.1. [28, 29] We have the following recollement between module categories:
modR/ReR
inc // modR
HomR(R/ReR,−)
kk
R/ReR⊗R−
ss
Se=eR⊗R− // mod eRe,
Le=HomeRe(eR,−)
ii
Te=Re⊗eRe−
tt
where inc : modR/ReR→ modR denotes the inclusion functor induced by the canonical ring homo-
morphism R → R/ReR. In the following, the image of the functor inc : modR/ReR → modR will
be identified with modR/ReR for simplicity.
The idempotent e ∈ R is said to be singularly-complete ([11]) if the projective dimension of any
R/ReR-module is finite as an R-module. Chen has shown in [11] that if e is singularly-complete
and pdeRe eR < ∞, then Se induces a singular equivalence Dsg(R) ≃ Dsg(eRe). This result is gen-
eralized by Psaroudakis-Skartsaterhagen-Solberg [29], where the authors prove Se induces a singular
equivalence Dsg(R) ≃ Dsg(eRe) if and only if e is singularly-complete and pdeRe eR < ∞. Inspired
by these, we will consider when Se induces a triangle-equivalence of Gorenstein defect categories
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Ddef (R) ≃ Ddef (eRe). We call the idempotent e ∈ R Gorenstein singularly-complete if the Goren-
stein projective dimension of any R/ReR-module is finite as an R-module. Clearly, e is Gorenstein
singularly-complete provided that e is singularly-complete.
Since Se is exact, it lifts to the ∗-bounded derived functors D
∗(Se) : D
∗(modR)→ D∗(mod eRe)
via D∗(Se)(X
•) = Se(X
•) for each complex X• ∈ D∗(modR), where ∗ ∈ {blank, +, −, b}. Mean-
while, it is not hard to see Te preserves projectives. So Te lifts to a derived functor D
−(Te) :
D
−(mod eRe)→ D−(modR), compare [17, Proposition 2.1].
Lemma 3.2. The following statements hold true:
(1) The ∗-bounded derived functor D∗(Se) : D
∗(modR)→ D∗(mod eRe) restricts to
D
b(Se)fgp : D
b(modR)fgp → D
b(mod eRe)fgp
if and only if GpdeRe Se(F ) <∞ for any F ∈ GprojR.
(2) Assume that GpdR Te(G) < ∞ for any G ∈ Gproj eRe. Then the derived functor D
−(Te) :
D
−(mod eRe)→ D−(modR) restricts to
D
b(Te)fgp : D
b(mod eRe)fgp → D
b(modR)fgp
if and only if ToreRei (Re,G) = 0 for any G ∈ Gproj eRe and i sufficiently large.
Proof. (1) Assume that D∗(Se) : D
∗(modR)→ D∗(mod eRe) restricts to Db(Se)fgp : D
b(modR)fgp →
D
b(mod eRe)fgp. For any F ∈ GprojR, we have that D
b(Se)(F ) = Se(F ) lies in D
b(mod eRe)fgp.
By Remark 2.6, we get GpdeRe Se(F ) < ∞. Conversely, assume that GpdeRe Se(F ) < ∞ for any
F ∈ GprojR. Let X• be a bounded complex of Gorenstein projective R-modules. It follows that
D
∗(Se)(X
•) = Se(X
•), it is a bounded complex with each degree being of finite Gorenstein projective
dimension. Hence D∗(Se)(X
•) ∈ Db(mod eRe)fgp by Proposition 2.8. Thus D
∗(Se) : D
∗(modR) →
D
∗(mod eRe) restricts to Db(Se)fgp : D
b(modR)fgp → D
b(mod eRe)fgp.
(2) For the “if” part, we will show D−(Te)(D
b(mod eRe)fgp) ⊆ D
b(modR)fgp. To do this it
suffices to show D−(Te)(Y
•) ∈ Db(modR)fgp for any bounded complex Y
• of Gorenstein projective
eRe-modules. We proceed by induction on the length l(Y •) of Y •.
If l(Y •) = 1, we may suppose Y • = Y be the stalk complex concentrated in degree 0. Take a
projective resolution · · · → P−n → · · · → P−1 → P 0 → Y → 0 of Y , and denote by P • = · · · →
P−n → · · · → P−1 → P 0 → 0. It follows that D−(Te)(Y ) ∼= Te(P
•) = Re ⊗eRe P
•, it is a complex
of projective R-modules. Since Y ∈ Gproj eRe, one has each cycle Zi(P •) ∈ Gproj eRe. Then by
assumption we obtain GpdR Te(Z
i(P •)) < ∞ for every integer i. Note that ToreRei (Re,G) = 0 for
any G ∈ Gproj eRe and i sufficiently large. It follows that Te(P
•) is exact in degree i and hence
Zi(Te(P
•)) ∼= Te(Z
i(P •)) whenever i≪ 0. Thus there exists some integer n0 ≫ 0 such that Te(P
•)
is isomorphic to its truncation complex G• := 0 → Te(Z
−n0(P •)) → Te(P
−n0) → · · · → Te(P
−1) →
Te(P
0)→ 0. Note that Te(P
i) ∈ projR for every integer i and GpdR Te(Z
−n0(P •)) <∞. Therefore,
by Proposition 2.8 we have D−(Te)(Y ) ∈ D
b(modR)fgp.
Now suppose l(Y •) = n ≥ 2 and the claim holds true for any integer less than n. Then Y • must
be of the following form:
Y • = 0→ Y m+1 → Y m+2 → · · · → Y m+n → 0.
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It induces a triangle
Y m+1[−m− 2]→ Y •≥m+2 → Y
• → Y m+1[−m− 1]
in D−(mod eRe). And then we have the following triangle in D−(modR):
D
−(Te)(Y
m+1)[−m− 2]→ D−(Te)(Y
•
≥m+2)→ D
−(Te)(Y
•)→ D−(Te)(Y
m+1)[−m− 1].
By the induction hypothesis, we see that both D−(Te)(Y
m+1)[−m − 2] and D−(Te)(Y
•
≥m+2) lie in
D
b(modR)fgp. Thus D
−(Te)(Y
•) ∈ Db(modR)fgp.
For the “only if” part, assume D−(Te) : D
−(mod eRe) → D−(modR) restricts to Db(Te)fgp :
D
b(mod eRe)fgp → D
b(modR)fgp. Let G ∈ Gproj eRe. Take a projective resolution P
•
G → G of G.
It follows that D−(Te)(G) ∼= Te(P
•
G), this should be a complex in D
b(modR)fgp. Thus Te(P
•
G) has
finite cohomology and then ToreRei (Re,G) = 0 for i sufficiently large.
Denote by Db(modR)modR/ReR the subcategory of D
b(modR) consisting of complexes with coho-
mology in modR/ReR. It is not hard to see Db(modR)modR/ReR is a thick subcategory of D
b(modR)
generated by modR/ReR. Inspired by [29, Theorem 5.2], we get the following main result of this
paper.
Theorem 3.3. Let R be an Artin algebra and e an idempotent of R. Assume that ToreRei (Re,G) = 0
for any G ∈ Gproj eRe and i sufficiently large. Then the Schur functor Se induces a triangle-
equivalence of Gorenstein defect categories Ddef (R) ≃ Ddef (eRe) if and only if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
(C1) GpdeRe Se(F ) <∞ for any F ∈ GprojR.
(C2) GpdR Te(G) <∞ for any G ∈ Gproj eRe.
(C3) The idempotent e is Gorenstein singularly-complete.
Proof. For the “if” part. Since 0 → modR/ReR → modR → mod eRe → 0 is an exact sequence
of module categories by Lemma 3.1, it follows from [26, Theorem 3.2] that Db(Se) : D
b(modR) →
D
b(mod eRe) induces a triangle-equivalence
Db(Se) : D
b(modR)/Db(modR)modR/ReR → D
b(mod eRe).
Notice that e is Gorenstein singularly-complete, thus any R/ReR-module has finite Gorenstein pro-
jective dimension as an R-module. As Db(modR)modR/ReR is generated by modR/ReR, one has
D
b(modR)modR/ReR ⊆ D
b(modR)fgp. Then by Theorem 2.9, we obtain
Ddef (R) ≃ (D
b(modR)/Db(modR)modR/ReR)/(D
b(modR)fgp/D
b(modR)modR/ReR).
Since GpdeRe Se(F ) <∞ for any F ∈ GprojR, by Lemma 3.2 we have D
b(Se)(D
b(modR)fgp) ⊆
D
b(mod eRe)fgp. Therefore, Db(Se)(D
b(modR)fgp/D
b(modR)modR/ReR) ⊆ D
b(mod eRe)fgp. This
implies the following exact commutative diagram:
0 // Db(modR)fgp/Db(modR)modR/ReR
//
Db(Se)fgp

D
b(modR)/Db(modR)modR/ReR
//
≃ Db(Se)

Ddef (R)
Ddef (Se)

// 0
0 // Db(mod eRe)fgp // Db(mod eRe) // Ddef (eRe) // 0,
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where Db(Se)fgp is the restriction of D
b(Se). Since Db(Se) is fully faithful, so is Db(Se)fgp.
Next, we will show Db(Se)fgp : D
b(modR)fgp/D
b(modR)modR/ReR → D
b(mod eRe)fgp is essen-
tially surjective (or dense). By [17, Proposition 2.1] we have the following diagram:
D
−(modR)
D
−(Se)
44
D
−(mod eRe),
D
−(Te)
tt
such that (D−(Te),D
−(Se)) is an adjoint pair with D
−(Te) fully faithful. In view of Lemma 3.2, this
diagram restricts to the following diagram:
D
b(modR)fgp
D
b(Se)fgp
33
D
b(mod eRe)fgp,
D
b(Te)fgp
ss
such that (Db(Te)fgp,D
b(Se)fgp) is an adjoint pair with D
b(Te)fgp fully faithful. Then for any Y
• ∈
D
b(mod eRe)fgp, denote by X
• = Db(Te)fgp(Y
•). It follows that Y • ∼= Db(Se)fgpD
b(Te)fgp(Y
•) ∼=
D
b(Se)fgp(X
•). Then Db(Se)fgp : D
b(modR)fgp → D
b(mod eRe)fgp is dense and hence Db(Se)fgp :
D
b(modR)fgp/D
b(modR)modR/ReR → D
b(mod eRe)fgp is dense. To conclude, Db(Se)fgp is a triangle-
equivalence. Therefore, we infer that Ddef (Se) : Ddef (R)→ Ddef (eRe) is a triangle-equivalence from
the above exact commutative diagram.
Conversely, let F ∈ GprojR. It follows from Proposition 2.8 that F is zero in Ddef (R). Since
Ddef (Se) : Ddef (R) → Ddef (eRe) is a triangle-equivalence, we get Ddef (Se)(F ) = Se(F ) is zero in
Ddef (mod eRe) and hence Se(F ) ∈ D
b(mod eRe)fgp. Therefore from Remark 2.6 we have GpdeRe Se(F ) <
∞ and (C1) follows. To get (C2) and (C3), for anyG ∈ Gproj eRe andM ∈ modR/ReR, we will show
both M and Te(G) have finite Gorenstein projective dimension as R-modules. Following Lemma 3.1,
we obtain Se(M) = 0 and G ∼= SeTe(G) and hence both Se(M) and SeTe(G) are zero in Ddef (eRe).
Notice that Ddef (Se) : Ddef (R) → Ddef (eRe) is an equivalence, we obtain that both M and Te(G)
are zero in Ddef (R). Therefore by the foregoing proof, we conclude that both M and Te(G) have
finite Gorenstein projective dimension as R-modules as desired.
Corollary 3.4. Let R be an Artin algebra and e an idempotent of R. Assume that ToreRei (Re,G) = 0
for any G ∈ Gproj eRe and i sufficiently large. Then the Schur functor Se induces the following exact
commutative diagram:
0 // GprojR //

Dsg(R) //

Ddef (R)

// 0
0 // Gproj eRe // Dsg(eRe) // Ddef (eRe) // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(C1) GpdeRe Se(F ) <∞ for any F ∈ GprojR.
(C2) GpdR Te(G) <∞ for any G ∈ Gproj eRe.
(C3) The idempotent e is singularly-complete and pdeRe eR <∞.
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Proof. The “only if” part follows directly from Theorem 3.3 and [29, Corollary 5.4], we will prove
the “if” part. Combine [29, Corollary 5.4] with Theorem 3.3, the Schur functor induces a singular
equivalence Dsg(Se) : Dsg(R)→ Dsg(eRe) and a triangle-equivalence of Gorenstein defect categories
Ddef (Se) : Ddef (R)→ Ddef (eRe). Then we have the following exact commutative diagram:
0 // GprojR // Dsg(R) //
Dsg(Se)

Ddef (R)
Ddef (Se)

// 0
0 // Gproj eRe // Dsg(eRe) // Ddef (eRe) // 0.
Hence it is not hard to see that Dsg(Se) : Dsg(R) → Dsg(eRe) restricts to a triangle-equivalence
GprojR ≃ Gproj eRe and then we get the desired result.
4 Applications in triangular matrix algebras
In this section, we will deal with the triangular matrix algebra T =
(
A M
0 B
)
, where the corner
algebras A and B are Artin algebras and AMB is an A-B-bimodule.
Recall that a left T -module is identified with a triple (X,Y, φ), where X ∈ modA, Y ∈ modB and
φ : M ⊗B Y → X ia an A-morphism. If there is no possible confusion, we shall omit the morphism
φ and write (X,Y ) for short. For example we write (M ⊗S Y, Y ) for the T -module (M ⊗S Y, Y, id).
A T -morphism (X,Y, φ)→ (X ′, Y ′, φ′) will be identified with a pair (f, g), where f ∈ HomA(X,X
′)
and g ∈ HomB(Y, Y
′), such that the following diagram
M ⊗B Y
φ //
1⊗g

X
f

M ⊗B Y
′
φ′ // X ′
is commutative.
A sequence 0→ (X1, Y1, φ1)
(f1,g1)
−−−−→ (X2, Y2, φ2)
(f2,g2)
−−−−→ (X3, Y3, φ3)→ 0 in modT is exact if and
only if 0 → X1
f1
−→ X2
f2
−→ X3 → 0 and 0 → Y1
g1
−→ Y2
g2
−→ Y3 → 0 are exact in modA and modB
respectively. Indecomposable projective T -modules are exactly (P, 0) and (M ⊗Q,Q), where P runs
over indecomposable projective A-modules, and Q runs over indecomposable projective B-modules.
We refer the reader to [1, 4, 18] for more details.
Recall from [32] that AMB is compatible if M ⊗B − carries every acyclic complex of projective
B-modules to acyclic A-complex and M ∈ (GprojA)⊥. If AMB is compatible, it is not hard to see
TorBi (M,G) = 0 for any G ∈ GprojB and i ≥ 1.
Lemma 4.1. ([32, Theorem 1.4]) Let T =
(
A M
0 B
)
be a triangular matrix algebra with AMB
compatible. Then (X,Y, φ) ∈ GprojT if and only if Y ∈ GprojB and φ :M⊗BY → X is an injective
A-morphism with Cokerφ ∈ GprojA.
As a consequence, we have the following.
Corollary 4.2. Let T =
(
A M
0 B
)
be a triangular matrix algebra with AMB compatible. The
following hold true.
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(1) GpdT (X, 0) = GpdAX.
(2) Assume that GpdAM ⊗B G <∞ for any G ∈ GprojB. Then GpdT (0, Y ) <∞ if and only if
GpdB Y <∞.
Proof. (1) is clear and we only prove (2). For the “only if” part, let GpdT (0, Y ) = n for some integer
n ≥ 0. Then there exists an exact sequence
0→ (Pn, Qn, φn)→ · · · → (P1, Q1, φ1)→ (P0, Q0, φ0)→ (0, Y )→ 0
in modT with each (Pi, Qi, φi) ∈ GprojT . It follows that
0→ Qn → · · · → Q1 → Q0 → Y → 0
is an exact sequence in modB. Since each (Pi, Qi, φi) ∈ GprojT , it follows from Lemma 4.1 that
each Qi ∈ GprojB. Therefore, GpdB Y ≤ n.
For the “if” part, we first claim GpdT (0, G) < ∞ for any G ∈ GprojB. To get this, let G ∈
GprojB. Consider the following exact sequence of T -modules:
0→ (M ⊗B G, 0)→ (M ⊗B G,G)→ (0, G)→ 0.
By assumption, GpdAM⊗BG <∞. As a consequence of (1), we get GpdT (M⊗BG, 0) <∞. Notice
that (M ⊗B G,G) ∈ GprojT , we obtain GpdT (0, G) <∞ and the claim follows.
Now assume GpdB Y = m for some integer m ≥ 0. Take a Gorenstein projective resolution
0 → Gm → · · · → G1 → G0 → Y → 0 of Y . We have 0 → (0, Gm) → · · · → (0, G1) → (0, G0) →
(0, Y ) → 0 is exact in modT . By the claim, one has pdT (0, Gi) < ∞ for every i. Therefore, we
conclude that pdT (0, Y ) <∞.
Let eA =
(
1 0
0 0
)
and eB =
(
0 0
0 1
)
be the idempotents of T . It is known that A ∼=
eATeA ∼= T/TeBT and B ∼= eBTeB ∼= T/TeAT as algebras. Denote by SeA and SeB the Schur
functors associative to eA and eB respectively.
We have the following observation.
Lemma 4.3. The following statements hold true:
(1) TorAi (TeA, F ) = 0 for any F ∈ GprojA and i ≥ 1.
(2) If AMB is compatible, then Tor
B
i (TeB, G) = 0 for any G ∈ GprojB and i ≥ 1.
Proof. (1) Since TeA ∼= A as right A-modules, this assertion is trivial.
(2) Note that TeB ∼=MB ⊕BB is an isomorphism of right B-modules. Since AMB is compatible,
TorBi (M,G) = 0 for any G ∈ GprojB and i ≥ 1. And hence Tor
B
i (TeB, G) = 0 for any G ∈ GprojB
and i ≥ 1.
To take R = T and e = eA as in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4, we get the following
Theorem 4.4. Let T =
(
A M
0 B
)
be a triangular matrix algebra with AMB compatible. The
following statements hold true:
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(1) The Schur functor SeA induces a triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃ Ddef (A) if and only if B is
Gorenstein and GpdAM ⊗B Y < ∞ for any Y ∈ GprojB. In this case, we have a singular
equivalence Dsg(Aus(T )) ≃ Dsg(Aus(A)) between the relative Auslander algebras Aus(T ) and
Aus(A) provided that T is CM-finite.
(2) The Schur functor SeA induces the following exact commutative diagram:
0 // GprojT //

Dsg(T ) //

Ddef (T )

// 0
0 // GprojA // Dsg(A) // Ddef (A) // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences if and only if B has finite global dimension,
pdAM <∞ and GpdAM ⊗B Y <∞ for any Y ∈ GprojB. In this case T is Gorenstein (resp.
CM-free) if and only if so is A.
Proof. Since eATeA ∼= A, we will prove by replacing R with T and e with eA in Theorem 3.3 and
Corollary 3.4 respectively. By Lemma 4.3 (1), TorAi (TeA, F ) = 0 for any F ∈ GprojA and i ≥ 1 .
(1) For the “only if” part, assume that SeA induces a triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃ Ddef (A).
Then conditions (C1)-(C3) in Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. For any Y ∈ GprojB, it follows from Lemma
4.1 that (M ⊗B Y, Y ) ∈ GprojT . Since SeA(M ⊗B Y, Y )
∼= M ⊗B Y , we infer GpdAM ⊗B Y < ∞
from (C1). Now let Z ∈ modB. Note that Z viewed as a T -module is isomorphic to (0, Z). We infer
that GpdT (0, Z) < ∞ from (C3). In view of Corollary 4.2 (2), we obtain GpdB Z < ∞. Then it
follows from [22, Theorem] that B is Gorenstein.
For the “if” part, assume that B is Gorenstein and GpdAM ⊗B Y < ∞ for any Y ∈ GprojB.
In view of Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show conditions (C1)-(C3) in Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Let
(X,Y, φ) ∈ GprojT . It follows from Lemma 4.1 that Y ∈ GprojB and φ :M⊗BY → X is an injective
A-morphism with Cokerφ ∈ GprojA. Now consider the following exact sequence of A-modules:
0→M ⊗B Y
φ
−→ X → Cokerφ→ 0.
Because Cokerφ ∈ GprojA and GpdAM ⊗B Y <∞, we have that GpdAX < ∞. Notice that X
∼=
SeA(X,Y, φ), we have (C1) follows. Now for any F ∈ GprojA, we have HomT (TeA(F ), (X
′, Y ′, φ′)) ∼=
HomA(F, SeA (X
′, Y ′, φ′)) ∼= HomA(F,X
′) ∼= HomT ((F, 0), (X
′, Y ′, φ′)) for any (X ′, Y ′, φ′) ∈ modT .
By Yoneda Lemma, we have TeA(F )
∼= (F, 0). Following Lemma 4.1, TeA(F ) ∈ GprojT and then
condition (C2) follows. For (C3), let Z ∈ modB. Notice that Z viewed as a T -module is isomorphic
to (0, Z), we will show GpdT (0, Z) < ∞. Since B is Gorenstein, one gets GpdB Z < ∞. Hence it
follows from Corollary 4.2 (2) that GpdT (0, Z) <∞.
Following Lemma 4.1, it is not hard to see if T is CM-finite, then so is A. By Remark 2.3, we infer
a singular equivalence Dsg(Aus(T )) ≃ Dsg(Aus(A)) from the triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃ Ddef (A).
(2) For the “only if” part, assume that SeA induces such an exact commutative diagram. It follows
from Corollary 3.4 that eA is singularly-complete and pdA eAT <∞. Notice that eAT
∼= A⊕M is an
isomorphism of A-modules, we obtain pdAM <∞. Now for any Z ∈ modB, since eA is singularly-
complete, it follows that pdT (0, Z) < ∞. We may assume pdT (0, Z) = n for some integer n ≥ 0.
Take a projective resolution 0 → (Pn, Qn, φn) → · · · → (P1, Q1, φ1) → (P0, Q0, φ0) → (0, Z) → 0
of (0, Z). It follows that 0 → Qn → · · · → Q1 → Q0 → Z → 0 is a projective resolution of Z
and then pdB Z < ∞. This implies that B has finite global dimension. Note that SeA induces a
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triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃ Ddef (A). We have that GpdAM ⊗B Y <∞ for any Y ∈ GprojB as
a consequence of (1).
For the “if” part, assume that B has finite global dimension, pdAM <∞ and GpdAM⊗BY <∞
for any Y ∈ GprojB. By the foregoing proof we know that conditions (C1) and (C2) in Corollary
3.4 are satisfied. To get this assertion, in view of Corollary 3.4, it suffices to show eA is singularly-
complete and pdA eAT < ∞. Since pdAM < ∞, we infer pdA eAT < ∞ from the isomorphism
eAT ∼= A⊕M . Now let Z ∈ modB. Because B has finite global dimension, one has pdB Z <∞. If
Z ∈ projB, we get that pdAM ⊗B Z < ∞, since pdAM < ∞. It follows from [11, Lemma 3.1 (1)]
that pdT (M ⊗BZ, 0) <∞. Notice that (M ⊗BZ,Z) is projective, and hence we infer pdT (0, Z) <∞
from the short exact sequence 0 → (M ⊗B Z, 0) → (M ⊗B Z,Z) → (0, Z) → 0. Now assume
pdB Z = n for some integer n > 0. Take a projective resolution 0→ Pn → · · · → P1 → P0 → Z → 0
of Z. We have 0 → (0, Pn) → · · · → (0, P1) → (0, P0) → (0, Z) → 0 is exact in modT . Note that
pdT (0, Pi) <∞ for every i. We conclude that pdT (0, Z) <∞ and hence eA is singularly-complete.
Note that T is Gorenstein if and only if Ddef (T ) = 0 (Corollary 2.10); while T is CM-free if and
only GprojT = 0. Then we infer that T is Gorenstein (resp. CM-free) if and only if so is A from
such exact commutative diagram.
Example 4.5. Let k be a field and Q the following quiver:
1
α // 2
β
((
3
δ //
γ
hh 4.
Consider the k-algebra T = kQ/I, where I is generated by βγ, γβ and δβ. Let ei be the idempotent
corresponding to the vertex i and put e = e2 + e3 + e4. Denote by A = eT e and B = e1Te1. Then
T =
(
A M
0 B
)
with M = eT e1. Clearly B = k, and hence every B-module (left or right) is
projective. It is easy to verify AM is projective and then GpdAM ⊗B Y < ∞ for any Y ∈ modB.
Following Theorem 4.4, we get the following exact commutative diagram:
0 // GprojT //

Dsg(T ) //

Ddef (T )

// 0
0 // GprojA // Dsg(A) // Ddef (A) // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences. Note that A is of radical square zero but not self-
injective. Following [13] A is CM-free, and then so is T . Thus GprojT and GprojA are trivial. Hence
we get triangle-equivalences Ddef (T ) = Dsg(T ) ≃ Dsg(A)(= Ddef (A)).
To take R = T and e = eB as in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4, we get the following
Theorem 4.6. Let T =
(
A M
0 B
)
be a triangular matrix algebra with AMB compatible. The
following statements hold true:
(1) The Schur functor SeB induces a triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃ Ddef (B) if and only if A is
Gorenstein. In this case, we have a singular equivalence Dsg(Aus(T )) ≃ Dsg(Aus(B)) between
the relative Auslander algebras Aus(T ) and Aus(B) provided that T is CM-finite.
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(2) The Schur functor SeB induces the following exact commutative diagram:
0 // GprojT //

Dsg(T ) //

Ddef (T )

// 0
0 // GprojB // Dsg(B) // Ddef (B) // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences if and only if A has finite global dimension. In
this case, T is Gorenstein (resp. CM-free) if and only if so is B.
Proof. Notice that eBTeB ∼= B, we will prove by replacing R with T and e with eB in Theorem 3.3
and Corollary 3.4 respectively. Since AMB is compatible, by Lemma 4.3, we get Tor
B
i (TeB, G) = 0
for any G ∈ GprojB and i ≥ 1.
(1) Let (X,Y, φ) ∈ GprojT , it follows that SeB (X,Y, φ)
∼= Y . Following Lemma 4.1, we have
Y ∈ GprojB and then condition (C1) in Theorem 3.3 follows. Now for any G ∈ GprojB, we
have HomT (TeB (G), (X
′, Y ′, φ′)) ∼= HomB(G,SeB (X
′, Y ′, φ′)) ∼= HomB(G, Y
′) ∼= HomT ((M ⊗B
G,G), (X ′, Y ′, φ′)) for every (X ′, Y ′, φ′) ∈ modT . By Yoneda Lemma, we have TeB (G)
∼= (M ⊗B
G,G). Then TeB (G) is a Gorenstein projective T -module by Lemma 4.1 and hence condition (C2)
in Theorem 3.3 follows. Thus to get the desired assertion, in view of Theorem 3.3, it suffices to
show A is Gorenstein if and only if eB is Gorenstein singularly-complete. Note that every A-module
W ∈ modA viewed as a T -module is isomorphic to (W, 0). Combine Corollary 4.2 (1) with [22, Theo-
rem], we conclude that A is Gorenstein if and only if every A-module has finite Gorenstein projective
dimension as a T -module if and only if eB is Gorenstein singularly-complete.
In this case, assume that T is CM-finite. It is not hard to see B is also CM-finite. By Remark 2.3,
we infer a singular equivalence Dsg(Aus(T )) ≃ Dsg(Aus(B)) from the triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃
Ddef (B).
(2) By the foregoing proof, we get conditions (C1) and (C2) in Corollary 3.4 are always satisfied.
Notice that there exists an isomorphism of B-modules eBT ∼= B, we get eBT is projective. In view
of Corollary 3.4, it suffices to show A has finite global dimension if and only if eB is Gorenstein
singularly-complete. Note that every A-module W ∈ modA viewed as a T -module is isomorphic to
(W, 0). It follows from [11, Lemma 3.1 (1)] that pdT (W, 0) = pdAW . Therefore, A has finite global
dimension if and only if pdT (W, 0) <∞ if and only if eB is singularly-complete.
In this case, by a similar argument as that in the proof of Theorem 4.4 (2), we conclude that T
is Gorenstein (resp. CM-free) if and only if so is B.
Example 4.7. (1) Let k be a field and Q the following quiver:
1
α // 2
3
γ
OO
β
((
4
δ
OO
θ //
β′
hh 5.
Consider the k-algebra T = kQ/I, where I is generated by β′β, ββ′, θβ and αγ − δβ. Let ei be the
idempotent corresponding to the vertex i and put e = e3 + e4 + e5. Denote by A = (1 − e)T (1− e)
and B = eT e. Then T =
(
A M
0 B
)
with M = (1− e)Te. It is easy to see the global dimension of
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A is 1 and MB is projective. Then AMB is compatible. Following Theorem 4.6, we get the following
exact commutative diagram:
0 // GprojT //

Dsg(T ) //

Ddef (T )

// 0
0 // GprojB // Dsg(B) // Ddef (B) // 0
with all vertical functors triangle-equivalences. Notice that B is CM-free, then so is T . Thus GprojT
and GprojB are trivial. Hence we get triangle-equivalencesDdef (T ) = Dsg(T ) ≃ Dsg(B)(= Ddef (B)).
(2) Let k be a field and Q the following quiver:
1
α
((
2
α′
hh
3
γ
OO
β
((
4
δ
OO
θ //
β′
hh 5.
Consider the k-algebra T = kQ/I, where I is generated by α′α, αα′, β′β, ββ′, θβ, αγ − δβ and
α′δ − γβ′. Let ei be the idempotent corresponding to the vertex i and put e = e3 + e4 + e5.
A = (1 − e)T (1 − e) and B = eT e. Then T =
(
A M
0 B
)
with M = (1 − e)Te. Clearly, A
is self-injective and B is CM-free. It is easy to see AM and MB are projective and then AMB is
compatible. In view of Theorem 4.6 (1), we get a triangle-equivalence Ddef (T ) ≃ Ddef (B) = Dsg(B).
However, since the global dimension of A is infinite, the Schur functor Se does not induce an exact
commutative diagram as that in Theorem 4.6 (2). Thus we conclude Se induces neither a singular
equivalence Dsg(T ) ≃ Dsg(B) nor a triangle-equivalence GprojT ≃ GprojB.
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